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Country, Home, curated by Kayleigh Bryant-

Greenwell, is a group exhibition of work by differing 

immigrant and first-generation American artists, 

exploring the particular tensions and challenges of 

these culturally and socially under-recognized groups. 

No one immigrant/immigrant-born artist experience is 

exactly alike, and this exhibition embraces that 

reality and translates it into visual narrative form. The 

exhibition includes work by Elnaz Javani, Rodrigo 

Valenzuela, Michael Borek, Alejandra Regalado, 

Golnar Adili, Adela Andea, chukwumaa, and Jerry 

Truong.

“All the pieces in Country, Home make me think about 

how, while the earliest museums grew out of homes, 

it hardly meant they were welcoming. It means that, like homes or countries, they relied on certain fixed ideas about ownership and land, 

membership and belonging, participation and process. In many ways, access was restricted; in many ways it remains so. Interaction between 

people and property is fenced, regulated and structured. We force what we value into view and shove what we do not out of sight through 

ignorance, neglect, or omission. We instead settle unthinkingly and complacently into a set of conditions that are usually advantageous to the 

owners over the viewers. Invitation to these places is often exclusive, rippling lightly through affiliations of kinship that largely exclude those 

who do not know how to knock on the door.” —Ian Epstein

For additional information, contact Shona Masarin-Hurst, Programs Manager: shona@cueartfoundation.org.

ABOUT THE EXHIBITION: This exhibition is the winning selection of the 2014 Open Call for Curatorial Projects. This program provides 

one deserving curator the necessary time and resources to realize an innovative project with the intent of encouraging curatorial research 

in tandem with exhibition planning. Through the exhibition program, CUE aims to present new and exceptionally strong work by under-

recognized and emerging artists based in the United States, and is committed to exhibiting work of all media, genres, and styles from artists 

of all ages.

ABOUT CUE: CUE Art Foundation is a dynamic visual arts center dedicated to creating essential career and educational opportunities 

for emerging and under-recognized artists of all ages. Through exhibitions, arts education, and public programs, CUE provides artists and 

audiences with sustaining and meaningful experiences and resources. 

Major programmatic support for CUE is provided by Anholt Services (USA) Inc., The Greenwich Collection, Ltd., CAF American Donor 

Fund, Milton & Sally Avery Arts Foundation, Agnes Gund, The Joan Mitchell Foundation, The Elizabeth Firestone Graham Foundation, 

National Endowment for the Arts, public funds from the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs, in partnership with the City Council, and 

the New York State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew Cuomo and the New York State Legislature.
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